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Coalition for the Homeless and the Legal Aid Society welcome this opportunity to testify
before the New York City Council regarding coordination between The New York City
Department of Homeless Services (DHS), Department of Education (DOE), and Department
of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) to ensure that homeless children and youth
are properly educated.
About the Coalition and the Legal Aid Society
Coalition for the Homeless: Coalition for the Homeless, founded in 1981, is a not-for-profit
advocacy and direct services organization that assists more than 3,000 homeless New
Yorkers each day. The Coalition advocates for proven, cost-effective solutions to the crisis
of modern homelessness, which now continues past its third decade. The Coalition also
struggles to protect the rights of homeless people through litigation around the right to
emergency shelter, the right to vote, and appropriate housing and services for homeless
people living with mental illness and HIV/AIDS.
The Coalition operates twelve direct-services programs that both offer vital services to
homeless, at-risk, and low-income New Yorkers, and demonstrate effective, long-term
solutions. These programs include supportive housing for families and individuals living
with AIDS, a job-training program for homeless and formerly-homeless women, a Rental
Assistance Program which provides rent subsidies and support services to help working
homeless individuals rent private-market apartments, and apartment buildings in Manhattan
which provide permanent housing for formerly-homeless families and individuals. Our
summer sleep-away camp and after-school program help hundreds of homeless children
each year. The Coalition’s mobile soup kitchen distributes 900 nutritious meals each night
to street homeless and hungry New Yorkers. Finally, our Crisis Intervention Department
assists more than 1,000 homeless and at-risk households each month with eviction
prevention assistance, client advocacy, referrals for shelter and emergency food programs,
and assistance with public benefits.
The Coalition also represents homeless men and women as plaintiffs in Callahan v. Carey
and Eldredge v. Koch. In 1981 the City and State entered into a consent decree in
Callahan in which it was agreed that, “The City defendants shall provide shelter and board
to each homeless man who applies for it provided that (a) the man meets the need standard
to qualify for the home relief program established in New York State; or (b) the man by
reason to physical, mental or social dysfunction is in need of temporary shelter.” The
Callahan consent decree and Eldredge case also guarantee basic standards for shelters for
homeless men and women. Pursuant to the decree, the Coalition serves as courtappointed monitor of municipal shelters for homeless adults.
The Legal Aid Society: The Legal Aid Society, the nation’s oldest and largest not-for-profit
legal services organization, is more than a law firm for clients who cannot afford to pay for
counsel. It is an indispensable component of the legal, social, and economic fabric of New
York City – passionately advocating for low-income individuals and families across a variety
of civil, criminal and juvenile rights matters, while also fighting for legal reform.
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The Legal Aid Society has performed this role in City, State and federal courts since 1876.
It does so by capitalizing on the diverse expertise, experience, and capabilities of 850 of the
brightest legal minds. These 900 Legal Aid Society lawyers work with 600 social workers,
investigators, paralegals and support and administrative staff. Through a network of
borough, neighborhood, and courthouse offices in 25 locations in New York City, the
Society provides comprehensive legal services in all five boroughs of New York City for
clients who cannot afford to pay for private counsel.
The Society’s legal program operates three major practices — Civil, Criminal and Juvenile
Rights — and receives volunteer help from law firms, corporate law departments and expert
consultants that is coordinated by the Society’s Pro Bono program. With its annual
caseload of more than 300,000 legal matters, the Legal Aid Society takes on more cases for
more clients than any other legal services organization in the United States. And it brings a
depth and breadth of perspective that is unmatched in the legal profession.
The Legal Aid Society's unique value is an ability to go beyond any one case to create more
equitable outcomes for individuals and broader, more powerful systemic change for society
as a whole. In addition to the annual caseload of 300,000 individual cases and legal
matters, the Society’s law reform representation for clients benefits some 2 million low
income families and individuals in New York City and the landmark rulings in many of these
cases have a State-wide and national impact.
Homeless Children and Education in New York City
Amidst record homelessness, high unemployment, and the lingering effects of the economic
crisis, homeless students in New York City face enormous challenges. And it is clear that
the City agencies charged with ensuring that homeless kids get a decent education have
failed to do this in significant ways. Our testimony will highlight the following aspects of this
problem:
•

Worsening child and family homelessness in New York City, and the failures of the
Bloomberg administration to enact common-sense, cost-effective policies to help
homeless kids and families move from shelters to permanent housing.

•

Systemic errors made by the City in determining families’ eligibility for shelter, and the
harmful impact on homeless children’s education.

•

The wealth of research and evidence showing that homeless children have a much
harder time in school than other low-income children.

1. Record Child and Family Homelessness in New York City
Each year, more than 40,000 unique children sleep in New York City’s municipal shelter
system, and tens of thousands more live in doubled-up, overcrowded housing. Currently
more than 16,000 children bed down each night in municipal homeless shelters, and
thousands more reside in City-administered domestic violence and youth shelters. And City
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data show that more than 40,000 students in New York City’s public school system currently
meet the Federal definition of homelessness – residing in shelters or in temporary or
overcrowded housing.
According to City data:
•

In FY 2010 a record 113,553 homeless people slept in municipal shelters, an 8 percent
increase from the previous year and a 37 percent increase from FY 2002 when Mayor
Bloomberg took office.

•

During the same period a record 42,888 children slept in municipal shelters, a 9 percent
increase from the previous year and 39 percent more than when the Mayor took office.

•

During the same period a record 28,977 families slept in municipal shelters, a 10
percent increase from the previous year and a remarkable 81 percent more than when
Mayor Bloomberg took office.

Despite the growing homeless population in New York City, Mayor Bloomberg and City
officials continue to embrace the same failed policies that have led to record homelessness.
Most troubling, the City currently has no housing assistance in place to help homeless
families move from shelters back to the community.
For more than six years, the Bloomberg administration has denied homeless New Yorkers
access to Federal housing programs, despite overwhelming evidence that those programs
successfully help homeless families move from costly shelters to long-term, stable housing.
In contrast, previous New York City mayors, from Ed Koch through Rudy Giuliani, all
allocated a modest share of New York City’s scarce Federal housing resources to move
homeless children and adults from the shelter system to stable homes. Mayor Bloomberg
also reduced the number of apartments assisted by the Department of Housing
Preservation and Development (HPD) which are allocated to homeless households.
Mayor Bloomberg replaced proven Federal housing programs and HPD-assisted
apartments with a series of untested, time-limited rent subsidy programs – first the
abandoned Housing Stability Plus program, and then various versions of the recentlyterminated Advantage program. Those programs provided limited, restricted subsidies and
then cut off rental assistance even when formerly-homeless families were too poor to afford
their apartments.
The results of the City’s experiment with time-limited rent subsidies are clear:
•

Thousands of formerly-homeless children and families have been forced back into
homelessness, with some making a third trip through the shelter system;

•

The homeless shelter population has reached all-time record levels;
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•

City and State taxpayers have paid hundreds of millions of dollars more in shelter
expenses than if the City had maintained the policy of using Federal housing programs;
and

•

Thousands of children who would have lived in secure, stable housing where they have
a better chance at obtaining a decent education were forced into homelessness.

The single best way to address the problems affecting homeless New York City students is
to reduce the number of homeless children. And the proven way to do this is to return to
the successful policies used by previous mayors of targeting Federal and City housing
resources to help homeless children and families move from shelter to permanent housing.
As Coalition for the Homeless recommended in its “State of the Homeless 2011” report, the
City should:
1. Immediately begin to use “one in three” available public housing apartments and Federal
housing vouchers to help homeless families and individuals move from shelters to permanent
housing.
•

This can be swiftly accomplished by using the existing priority system for both the public
housing and voucher waiting lists, which makes households referred by DHS the highest
priority applicants.

•

In addition, the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) should act to restore the
separate “emergency priority” for all homeless households that was reduced in 2005.

2. In coming years, the City should set aside at least one in ten City-assisted apartments
created or preserved by the Department of Housing Preservation and Development for
homeless families and individuals.
•

This policy would build on the success of Mayor Koch’s ten-year “Housing New York”
program which allocated 15,000 affordable apartments – 10 percent of all housing units
created or preserved under the program – for homeless New Yorkers.

•

Currently Mayor Bloomberg’s “New Housing Marketplace” plan allocates only around 4
percent of all City-assisted apartments to homeless people, even at a time of much worse
homelessness.

2. The City’s Systematic Errors in Processing Family Applications for Shelter
Rising numbers of New York City children are becoming homeless and have no choice but
to apply with their families for shelter at the City’s PATH office in the Bronx, the only intake
center for homeless families with children. More than half of them are pre-school or schoolage. Despite decades of litigation, the City’s shelter application process remains broken,
with the result that children caught up in that process are forced to miss or be late to school
and to go without adequate sleep and food necessary to succeed in school. Families
remain in a state of limbo for weeks or months while they have to repeatedly apply for
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shelter, being relocated from shelter to hotel from night to night or week to week across the
City, and therefore students cannot establish themselves in school settings and obtain
necessary services until their eligibility for shelter is established.
As you know, pursuant to the New York State Constitution, every New Yorker who has no
other place to stay is entitled to decent, habitable shelter. These rights were established in
the class actions Callahan v. Carey (for homeless single adults) and McCain v. Koch and
Boston v. City New York (for homeless families). The Legal Aid Society is counsel in these
actions and also counsel for Coalition for the Homeless.
The process DHS uses to assess family eligibility for shelter, despite being located in a
shiny new building in the Bronx, remains rife with error. Every day the City rejects the
applications of families who should have been eligible for shelter. Some of these families
are later denied shelter placements when they re-apply. The City’s own statistics on the
DHS website -- which DHS has failed to update since January, show that about 40 percent
of the families who are eventually found eligible for shelter have to file between two and six
(or even more) applications.
As Coalition for the Homeless reported in a May 2011 briefing paper (attached to this
testimony), during the past year the Bloomberg administration has turned away more
children and families from the municipal shelter system than at any time since the City
began keeping records. In the City’s own terminology, last year the City deemed fewer
applicant families “eligible” for shelter than at any time before.
City data shows a dramatic increase both in the number of families with children who were
not deemed “eligible” for shelter by the City of New York, and in the rate of such noneligibility determinations:
•

In 2010 an all-time record number of families with children applied for shelter. Last year
an average of 2,972 families with children applied for shelter each month at the PATH
family intake office, a 6 percent increase over 2009 and a remarkable 61 percent
increase compared to 2006.

•

At the same time, DHS turned away more families with children than at any point since
the City has kept records.

•

In 2010 an average of 1,855 families with children were not deemed “eligible” for shelter
each month by DHS, a 16 percent increase over 2009.

•

The number of families with children not deemed “eligible” for shelter each month in
2010 was a remarkable 76 percent higher than in 2006.

We have appreciated the opportunity to testify before the Council on the types of errors that
DHS routinely makes in denying shelter to truly needy homeless families – for instance, the
finding that domestic violence survivors can return to homes where their batterers can find
them, the denial of shelter to families on the ground that they can double up in New York
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City Housing Authority (NYCHA) apartments from which they are legally barred, and the
deeming that applicant families can move back with friends and relatives who no longer will
have them, just because they previously let them stay, even for periods as short as a night.
The serious medical needs of applicant families and primary tenant families are routinely
ignored by DHS, as are findings of other City agencies like the Administration for Children’s
Services (ACS) and the Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD) that
housing is unsafe.
News report, court papers, and the affected families themselves have also described the
hardships endured by families wrongly denied shelter. When the City fails to deem a family
“eligible” for shelter, many families are forced to re-apply and endure weeks, sometimes
months, of continued bureaucratic stonewalling. Most of these families are moved from one
shelter placement to another, often to different placements each night, causing particular
hardships for children and adults with health problems. Children miss school, parents miss
days of work, and many families find themselves in a sort of bureaucratic limbo. Sadly,
many families give up and return to unsafe living arrangements. And for some families –
under a 2005 policy proposed by the Bloomberg administration and approved by State
officials under the Pataki administration – the City denies any shelter placements
whatsoever, forcing many of these families to sleep in parks, on subway trains, or in other
public spaces.
State courts, legal experts, the New York State Legislature, and the New York City Council
have all examined systematic errors in the City’s handling of family applications for shelter.
Most recently, an October 2010 New York City Council hearing uncovered the failure of
DHS to coordinate with NYCHA in cases where subsidized housing program rules prohibit
homeless families from residing with unwilling relatives and friends.
Whatever the reason for the erroneous denial of shelter, the impact on children’s education
is the same: disruption and absence, missed tests and poorer school performance.
DHS requires every child to be present to at the initial PATH assessment interview, every
single application, even if the child has to miss school. While PATH is technically open for
applications 24/7, assessment interviews are scheduled during limited hours, which
frequently forces families to pull their children out of school.
While children are technically only required to be present for one interview during each tenday application period, in fact parents frequently have no choice but to bring them to PATH
for numerous other appointments. Follow-up appointments and conferences are routinely
scheduled at times that conflict with taking children to school or picking them up. It is not
unusual for families to have to return to PATH on four or more days of their ten-day
applications to attend appointments with their DHS family worker, the NOVA domestic
violence unit, the Human Resources Administration (HRA) Diversion office, the
Administration for Children’s Services, or the Resource Room. Even when appointments
are scheduled during the middle of the day, parents are often not called for them until many
hours after they are scheduled, so they often have to bring their kids to PATH for the entire
day rather than risk being late to pick them up at school, especially when the school is far
from the Bronx.
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If the family is not at PATH when they are called for their appointment, even if it is many
hours after the scheduled time, DHS will deem them to have withdrawn their entire shelter
application, and they will have to re-apply all over again (again, with all the children
present). Similarly, if parents are late to their 9 a.m. conferences to challenge DHS’
determination that they are ineligible for shelter because they took their children to school,
DHS will find them to have defaulted.
The damage to the education of homeless children caused by the City’s shelter application
process was highlighted in the New York Daily News last year, which reported that high
school senior Rosa Bracero was not permitted to take her English Regents exam because
she was forced to spend the day applying for shelter at the PATH office with her family
instead. (Please see copy of article attached to this testimony.) An article in City Limits
from last year also described the problems homeless children and their families experience
(please see article attached).
3. Academic Research Shows Harmful Effects of Homelessness on Children and
Education
Scholarly research over the last three decades has shown the deleterious effects of
homelessness on children, particularly children’s educational outcomes.
One of the earliest literature reviews, conducted in 1991, detailed research findings showing
that homeless children experience an array of problems in their health, development,
behavior, and schooling.1 Authors Rafferty and Shinn reported that homeless children were
more likely to experience acute and chronic health problems, including respiratory
infections, ear disorders, and gastrointestinal disorders. Additional health problems were
attributed to hunger and poor nutrition among homeless children.
Homeless children were also found to have greater instances of developmental delays,
likely due to disruptions in child care and instability in shelter placements. Levels of clinical
depression, anxiety, and behavior problems were also found to be higher among homeless
children than their poor housed peers.
Not surprisingly, many of these negative factors also contribute to underachievement in
school for many homeless children, who have been found to miss more school days,
perform lower on tests, and be more likely to repeat grades. Rafferty and Shinn did a followup study in 2004 focusing solely on academic achievement among homeless adolescents.
The study found that homeless students changed schools more frequently, repeated grades
more often, and reported worse school experiences than their housed peers. Additionally,
homeless children “scored approximately 6 percentile points worse than housed children on
both reading and mathematics achievement, controlling for earlier achievement” prior to
their shelter stay.2
1 Rafferty, Y. Shinn, M. The Impact of Homelessness on Children. (1991). American Psychologist, Vol.
46, No. 11.
2 Rafferty, Y. Shinn, M. Weitzman, B. Academic achievement among formerly homeless adolescents and
their continuously housed peers. (2004). Journal of School Psychology 42.
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A 2008 literature review examined updated research on the effects of homelessness on
children and the results were nearly identical to what had been published before.3 In almost
all studies, homeless children performed worse on measures of academic achievement
than their poor, but housed peers. And again, health and developmental problems showed
up more frequently among homeless children.
Both the 2004 and 2008 studies also brought up an additional concern for homeless
children: separation from their mothers and/or caregivers. In 2004, Rafferty et al. found that
44 percent of the homeless mother participants had become separated from one or more of
their children during their time of homelessness. Five years later, 79 percent of the children
were still separated from their mothers at the follow-up interview.
A 2002 study looked at the issue of mother/child separation more closely.4 It was found that
homeless mothers experienced separation from their children at a vastly higher rate than
housed mothers – 44 percent versus 8 percent. Other factors such as maternal drug
dependence, domestic violence, and institutionalization predicted mother-child separations,
but no predictor was as strong as homelessness, which was equivalent in size to 1.9 other
risk factors. Perhaps the most important takeaway from this study was its implication for
past and future research—highlighting the fact that studies on homeless children may
underestimate negative consequences if they exclude separated children.
Overall, the impact of homelessness on children has become clear through decades of
study. While poverty alone creates health, developmental, behavioral, and educational
problems for children, homelessness compounds these problems by adding additional
stress and instability to children’s lives.
The good news is that children who experience homelessness can rebound fully from its
challenges with a return to stable and permanent housing. Rafferty’s 2008 study showed
that declines in educational achievement among homeless children did not continue upon
their return to permanent housing. It is important to note, however, that most homeless
families in the study received permanent subsidized housing. They did not leave shelter on
their own or receive a time-limited subsidy. At the follow up interview, these formerlyhomeless families were just as stable as families that had been consistently housed.

3 Buckner, J. Understanding the impact of homelessness on children. (2008). American Behavioral
Scientist, Vol. 51, No. 6
4 Cowal, K. Shinn, M. Weitzman, B. et al. (2002). Mother-child separations among homeless and housed
families receiving public assistance in New York City. American Journal of Community Psychology, Vol.
30, No. 5.
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Thank you for the opportunity to share this testimony. And, as always, we look forward to
working with the committee and the City Council in the coming months and years on efforts
to reduce New York City’s homeless population and help homeless children and adults.
Submitted by,
Giselle Routhier
Policy Analyst
Patrick Markee
Senior Policy Analyst
Coalition for the Homeless
129 Fulton Street
New York, NY 10038
Tel: 212-776-2004
pmarkee @cfthomeless.org
Jane Sujen Bock
Senior Staff Attorney
The Legal Aid Society
199 Water Street
New York, New York 10038
Tel: 212-577-3305
jbock@legal-aid.org
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Homelessness in New York City

New York City: Census of Homeless People in the
Municipal Shelter System, 1983-2011
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Total Unduplicated Number of Children Who Utilized the Municipal Shelter System at
Some Time During Each Fiscal Year
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Total Unduplicated Number of Families Who Utilized the Municipal Shelter System at
Some Time During Each Fiscal Year
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BRIEFING PAPER

While More New York City Families and Children Seek Shelter, the City
Turns Away More Families Than Ever
May 2, 2011
By Patrick Markee, Senior Policy Analyst
Amidst high unemployment and the loss of affordable housing, a record number of New Yorkers
sought help at municipal homeless shelters last year. However, the Bloomberg administration’s
response was to turn away a record number of families and children at the shelter door.
As Coalition for the Homeless noted in our recent “State of the Homeless 2011” report, City data show
that a record 113,553 homeless people slept in municipal shelters in FY 2010, an 8 percent
increase from the previous year and a 37 percent increase from FY 2002 when Mayor Bloomberg
took office. This includes a record 28,977 homeless families, a 10 percent increase from the
previous year and a remarkable 81 percent more than when the Mayor took office. And by the
end of February of this year, the nightly census of homeless adults and children in the municipal
shelter system – 39,553 people – reached the highest point ever recorded.
In addition, last year an all-time record number of New York City families applied for shelter. In
2010 the number of families with children applying for shelter each month was 6 percent higher than
the previous year and 61 percent higher than four years ago.
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However, at the same time that a record number of New York City families and children were seeking
shelter, City data shows that the New York City Department of Homeless Services is turning away more
families than ever. In 2010 the City denied shelter to 16 percent more families with children than
the previous year, and 76 percent more families with children than four years ago.
Therefore, in the midst of high unemployment and the lingering effects of the worst economic
downturn since the Great Depression, the Bloomberg administration is turning away a record
number of children and families seeking help in the homeless shelter system.
This month, the City will open a new intake facility for homeless families in the Bronx, a welcome
improvement over the notorious old center. However, a new “state-of-the-art” facility will do little to
help homeless children and families if the Bloomberg administration fails to address systematic
errors that block vulnerable families from securing shelter and vital services.
The following paper analyzes City data showing the alarming rise in the number of children and families
turned away from shelter, and outlines sensible reforms to eliminate systematic City errors in the
handling of family applications for shelter.

Average Number of NYC Families with Children Not
Deemed "Eligible" for Shelter Each Month, 2007-2010
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The Rising Number of New York City Families and Children Turned Away from Homeless Shelters
During the past year, the Bloomberg administration has turned away more children and families from
the municipal shelter system than at any time since the City began keeping records. In the City’s own
terminology, last year the City deemed fewer applicant families “eligible” for shelter than at any
time before.
City data shows a dramatic increase both in the number of families with children who were not deemed
“eligible” for shelter by the City of New York, and in the rate of such non-eligibility determinations:

•

In 2010 an all-time record number of families with children applied for shelter. Last year an
average of 2,972 families with children applied for shelter each month at the NYC Department
of Homeless Services’ family intake office, a 6 percent increase over 2009 and a remarkable 61
percent increase compared to 2006.

•

At the same time, the NYC Department of Homeless Services turned away more families with
children than at any point since the City has kept records.

•

In 2010 an average of 1,855 families with children were not deemed “eligible” for shelter
each month by the NYC Department of Homeless Services, a 16 percent increase over 2009.

•

The number of families with children not deemed “eligible” for shelter each month in 2010 was a
remarkable 76 percent higher than in 2006.

•

While the number of families with children turned away from shelter has reached record levels, the
percentage of families not deemed “eligible” has also increased at an even faster pace.

•

In November 2010 (the most recent month for which the City has released detailed data), 66
percent of all families with children seeking shelter was not deemed “eligible” for shelter.
This is a dramatically higher rate than in November 2009, when 60 percent of families with children
was not deemed “eligible” for shelter, and November 2006 – before the economic recession – when
only 43 percent of families with children was not deemed “eligible” for shelter.

•

Over the past year, the number of families with children turned away from shelter grew at a
much faster pace than the number of families seeking shelter.

MORE NYC FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN SEEKING SHELTER
AND NOT DEEMED "ELIGIBLE" FOR SHELTER
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•

Between 2009 and 2010, the average number of families with children applying for shelter
each month grew by 6 percent while the number of families with children not deemed
“eligible” for shelter grew by 16 percent.

Percentage of All "Eligible" Homeless Families Who Had to
File Two or More Applications for Shelter, FY 2006-FY 2011
50%

44%

45%

39%

40%

41%

FY 2009

FY 2010

33%

35%
30%

41%

29%

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2011 (YTD)

Note: FY 20011 data if from first six months of fiscal year, July-Dec 2010
Source: NYC Department of Homeless Services, "Critical Activities Reports"

Why the City Turns Away More Families from Shelter: Systematic Errors and Deterrence Policies
For many years, Coalition for the Homeless, the Legal Aid Society, and others have documented the
persistence of systematic errors in the City’s handling of applications for shelter by families.
News report, court papers, and the affected families themselves have also described the hardships
endured by families wrongly denied shelter. When the City fails to deem a family “eligible” for shelter,
many families are forced to re-apply and endure weeks, sometimes months, of continued bureaucratic
stonewalling. Most of these families are moved from one shelter placement to another, often to
different placements each night, causing particular hardships for children and adults with
health problems. Children miss school, parents miss days of work, and many families find themselves
in a sort of bureaucratic limbo. Sadly, many families give up and return to unsafe living arrangements.
And for some families – under a 2005 policy proposed by the Bloomberg administration and
approved by State officials under the Pataki administration – the City denies any shelter
placements whatsoever, forcing many of these families to sleep in parks, on subway trains, or
in other public spaces.
State courts, legal experts, the New York State Legislature, and the New York City Council have all
examined systematic errors in the City’s handling of family applications for shelter. Most recently, an
October 2010 New York City Council hearing uncovered the failure of the NYC Department of
Homeless Services to coordinate with the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) in cases
where subsidized housing program rules prohibit homeless families from residing with
unwilling relatives and friends.

However, recent City data shows that, if anything, a bad situation has gotten worse and the rate of error
has increased.
•

During the first half of the current City fiscal year, 44 percent of all homeless families with
children who were ultimately deemed eligible for shelter had to file two or more applications
for shelter.

•

In FY 2010, 41 percent of all homeless families with children deemed eligible for shelter had
to file two or more applications. In comparison, in FY 2006, only 29 percent of homeless
families deemed eligible for shelter had to file two or more applications.

•

At the October 2010 City Council hearing, NYC Department of Homeless Services officials testified
that they routinely deem families “ineligible” for shelter claiming that the families can live
with friends or relatives in NYCHA-administered public housing or Section 8 apartments –
housing programs with strict Federal rules on occupancy. The homeless services officials said
that they require families seeking shelter to produce a NYCHA denial document in order to prove
that they cannot live with relatives and friends in subsidized housing.

•

However, at the same hearing NYCHA officials testified that they will not process such
requests from families seeking shelter – only from residents of NYCHA-administered
housing. And additional testimony showed that, in many cases, relatives and friends of families
seeking shelter fear eviction and reprisals from NYCHA if they submit such requests – thus leaving
homeless families caught between two City bureaucracies with different requirements.

•

All in all, the City places the burden on homeless families to prove their homelessness. For
instance, the City frequently find families ineligible for shelter solely based on the fact that they
have not provided enough detailed documentation about their past housing histories –
whether or not this documentation is available to them – and even when no alternative
housing options have been identified.

How to Protect Homeless Children and Families from Wrongful Denial of Shelter
To date Bloomberg administration officials have provided no explanation for why, in the midst of high
unemployment and rising poverty, the City is denying shelter to more children and families than ever.
However, a series of sensible reforms of the City’s family application review policies would
reduce systematic errors and ensure that vulnerable homeless children and families secure the
shelter and help they need.
As the City prepares to open its new homeless family intake center in the Bronx, the Bloomberg
administration should implement the following reforms:
1. The NYC Department of Homeless Services should re-investigate the alleged housing options
of families it deems “ineligible” for shelter to ensure that the housing is both actually
available and suitable to the needs of the applicant family.
2. The City should reform its eligibility review rules involving cases where an alleged housing
option is in subsidized housing administered by the New York City Housing Authority or
other public agencies. This includes eliminating the requirement that applicant families produce
NYCHA denial forms which they are, under NYCHA’s own rules, unable to obtain.
3. Reform eligibility review rules to prevent families from being found ineligible solely because
they were not able to provide detailed documentation of their housing history.

4. Finally, in those relatively small number of cases where a dispute still exists over the alleged
housing option of a family seeking shelter, the City should have a trained worker escort the
applicant family to the alleged housing and assess firsthand whether the housing is truly
available and suitable, and whether the owner or primary tenant will actually allow the
applicant family to stay there.

For more information please visit our website:
www.coalitionforthehomeless.org.

